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Abstract
In this paper  we investigate the idea of controlling rewriting by strategies and we
develop a strategy language whose operational semantics is also based on rewriting
This language is described in ELAN  a language based on computational systems
that are simply rewriting theories controlled by strategies We illustrate the syntax 
semantics and dierent features of this strategy language Finally  we sketch its
bootstrapping implementation by a transformation into a computational system 
whose heart is a rewrite theory controlled by a lowerlevel strategy of ELAN
  Introduction
Elegance and expressiveness of rewriting as a computational paradigm are no
more to be stressed  What might be less evident is the weakness that comes
from the absence of controlling mechanism over rewriting  In many existing
term rewriting systems the term reduction strategy is hardwired and is not
accessible to the designer of an application  The results of KKVa and
some experiences show that even for medium size applications of rewriting
logic controlling rewriting becomes an important issue  The rst successful
implementation of a nondeterministic mechanism for controlling rewriting
was implemented in C   Vit	
 and later improved in Vit  The idea of
controlling rewriting is also investigated in Maude CELM 
This paper elaborates the idea of controlling rewriting by rewriting more
precisely by a strategy language based on rewriting  Roughly speaking there
are two levels of rewriting the object or rstorder term
 level and the meta
level that controls the objectlevel  This idea was rst mentioned in GSHH
and is more developed in this paper and its extended version Bor  The
main advance of our approach is that the controlling system is a rewrite system
over typed proof terms that onetoone correspond to computations at the
object level  This approach is related to a view of strategies in reective logics
in particular rewriting logic
 developed in CM  From this point of view
the strategy language described in this paper can be classied as an internal
c
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strategy language whose semantics and implementation are described in the
same logic while the language of elementary strategy available in the current
distribution of ELAN and described in Vit	 is an external one 
Another question which comes with the reective approach is how to con
trol computation at the metalevel  We rst propose a solution in which
the metalevel computation i e  the evaluation of strategies
 is controlled by
a builtin strategy  Later on we show not only for eciency reason
 that
computation at the metalevel can be controlled by metastrategies  Using a
reective logic allows using the same formalism at all levels which might be
viewed as an advantage of our approach  However we stay realistic and we
do not climb higher than the metametalevel 
In this paper we rst adopt the notion of strategy as subset of proof
terms of a rewrite theory from KKVaVit	 which is recalled in Section  
We dene two subclasses of general strategies called elementary and dened
strategies whose operational semantics is given using rewriting logic  We con
centrate in Section  on untyped elementary strategies describe their opera
tional semantics by a set of rewrite rules their denotational semantics using
sets of proof terms and show the correspondence between the two  Then in
Section 	 we propose an axiomatisation in manysorted rewriting logic of ele
mentary and dened strategies  For that purpose we outline a way of typing
proof terms and strategies then propose a declarative strategy language for
user dened strategies also based on the paradigm of rewriting  In order to
describe its implementation as a computational system in the ELAN system
we transform higherlevel strategies dened in our framework into lowerlevel
strategies of ELAN  The strategy language is illustrated rst on small exam
ples implemented in ELAN and Section  deals with a more complex example
of a theorem prover in propositional logic and makes some comparisons with
the OBJ system before conclusion 
 Proof terms and strategies
Rewriting logic is fully described in MesMOM  We briey recall the
basic notions and introduce notations used in the following  A rewrite theory
 
is a triple RT   L R
 where the signature  consists of sorts S and
function symbols F  L is a set of labels and R is a set of rewrite rules  R
can be dened as a subset of LX 
 T F X 
 T F X 
 where T F X 

stands for a set of terms built on function symbols F and variables X   LX 

consists of linear and at terms of the form lx
 
       x
n

 where l is a rewrite
rule label from L and fx
 
       x
n
g are pairwise dierent variables occurring
in this rewrite rule  Here we deal with rules lx
 ux
  u
 
x
 where
x  fx
 
       x
n
g  V aru
  V aru
 

 and we do not suppose as usual that
V aru
 

  V aru
 
Substitutions are assignments from X to T F X 
 written fx
 
 t
 
      
x
k
 t
k
g that uniquely extend to endomorphisms of T F  X 
  We also use
 
We restrict here for simplicity to many sorted signatures without structural axioms
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the notation twx
 to express the simultaneous substitution of w
i
for x
i
in t 
The set of  closed proof terms  is dened as the set of terms T F 
L  f g
 built on function symbols F of the rewrite theory labels L and
the symbol  standing for concatenation  Rewriting logic MesMOM
consists of the rst four axioms in Figure  and gives semantics to proof terms
by interpretation of the symbol   dened on  T F
 T F
  In this
context   t  t
 
means there is a chain of rewrite steps from the term t to
the term t
 
encoded by the proof term   It is easy to see that for each proof
term    the sets
dom
  ft j  t
 
st   t t
 
g and cod
  ft
 
j  t st   t t
 
g
are either both singletons or both empty  Thus we can also dene a partial
function      T F
  T F
 such that dom
  cod
 
A strategy S is dened as a subset of   We extend the denition of the
symbol   for strategies as follows
S  t t
 
if there exists   S  such that   t t
 
  and
St  ft
 
j   S    t t
 
g
The denition of domain can be extended too
domS
  ft j t
 
 T F
    S  st   t t
 
g
 Elementary strategies
Clearly an arbitrary strategy S   may be very complicated or irregular
a nonrecursive set
 from the computational point of view  This is why we
concentrate on languages describing special subclasses of strategies 
 Rewriting logic of elementary strategies
The rst step is a language of elementary strategies where an elementary
strategy es is an element of the set of terms
ES  T F  L  f   id dc dk  caseg

Roughly speaking elementary strategies represent nonrecursive nondetermi
nistic computations 
Let us start with the intuition behind elementary strategy symbols which
helps to understand the axioms in Figure   The strategy operator dk stands
for dontknownchoose dc for dontcarechoose and case is a sequential ver
sion of dontcarechoose which takes always the rst in textual order suc
cessful branch

  The strategy constant id represents identity  les
 
       es
n


corresponds to an application of a rewrite rule labelled by l  L which also
applies substrategies es
i
on values of variables x
i
after matching and before re
placing the matched subterm by the instantiated righthand side of the rewrite
rule  fes
 
       es
n

 is an application of substrategies es
i
to subterms t
i
of the
term ft
 
       t
n

 with root f  F  

The case symbol is the dont care choose in the current version of ELAN For details
see KKVb

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Re exivity
t  t  t
Congruence
es
i
 t
i
 t
 
i
  i  n
fes
 
       es
n

  ft
 
       t
n

 ft
 
 
       t
 
n


Replacement by lx
 ux
 u
 
x

es
i
 w
i
 w
 
i
  i  n
les
 
       es
n

  fx  wgu fx  w
 
gu
 
Transitivity
es
 
 t
 
 t

  es

 t

 t

es
 
 es


  t
 
 t

dkdc
es
 
 t  t
 
or es

 t  t
 
dkes
 
  es


  t t
 
es
 
 t  t
 
or es

 t  t
 
dces
 
  es


  t  t
 
case
es
 
 t  t
 
or es

 t  t
 
  t  domes
 


casees
 
  es


  t  t
 
id
id  t  t
Fig  Rules for ES  denition of es  t t
 
In the rest of this paper we deal only with labelled strategy terms les
 
       es
n


from ES for which there is a rewrite rule lx
 
       x
n

 ux
  u
 
x
 such
that either x
i
 V aru
  V aru
 

 or es
i
 T F
 for any i  n  This
condition says that variables of a rewrite rule not occurring on both sides of a
rule cannot be parameterised by an arbitrary proof term only by a term from
T F
  This condition allows us to determine a value for any variable even if
it is not bound by matching  To dene the formal semantics of these strategy
symbols we extend the set of deduction rules of rewriting logic by new rules
for elementary strategies  The obtained system formalises the denition of the
relation es  t  t
 
Figure 
 which is mutually recursive with the denition
of the relation t  domes
 Figure 
  We can remark that the dened rela
tion es  t  t
 
makes no dierence between dk and dc operators  Therefore
we have to dene the operational semantics of elementary strategies in order
to make precise the nondeterministic behaviour of dc and dk 
 Operational semantics of elementary strategies
The description of operational semantics of elementary strategies is achieved
through the denition of an interpreter described by labelled rewrite rules in
Figure   The binary function symbol d e stands for the nondeterministic
application of elementary strategy es to the term t  Its evaluation is dened
by the set of rewrite rules given in Figure   The result res of this application
is a nite subset of terms  Moreover this evaluation is not deterministic due
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Re exivitydom
t  domt

Congruencedom
t
i
 domes
i

  i  n
ft
 
       t
n

  domfes
 
       es
n



Replacementdom by lx
 ux
  u
 
x

x
i
 domes
i

  i  n
t  domles
 
       es
n



where u
  t
Transitivitydom
es
 
 t  t
 
  t
 
 domes



t  domes
 
 es



dkdcdom
t  domes
 

 or t  domes



t  domdkes
 
  es




t  domes
 

 or t  domes



t  domdces
 
  es




casedom
t  domes
 

 or t  domes



t  domcasees
 
  es




iddom
t  domid

Fig  Rules for t  domes	
to dc and we can obtain as many results as dcs in the strategy es  For the
representation of results we use an abstract data type List dening lists with
some predened constructors like concatenation denoted by  the empty list
denoted by 	 and operations like append denoted by   More sophisticated
operators are also dened over the type List such as
join
f
ws
 
       ws
n
	 
 ffe
 
       e
n
	 j e
i
 ws
i
  i 
     ng  and
join
t
ws
 
       ws
n
	 
 ffx
i
 e
i
gt j x
i
 V art	  e
i
 ws
i
  i 
 ng 
The operator dd ee is the generalisation of d e on lists  All these operators
are formally dened in Figure 	  The notation res  esdte


means that res
is one of all irreducible forms of the application esdte using the rules of the
interpreter  Similarly the notation true  t  domes



means that there
is a derivation of the term t  domes
 terminating with true  Indeed the
semantics of the symbol  dom 
 can be similarly described by a rewrite
theory  The symbol 

stands for matching in the empty theory  A rewrite
theory for matching is given in JK and these rules should be added too
to the interpreter  The following lemma links together the two symbols
 dom 
 and d e 
Lemma   success and fail
If true  t  domes



then there exists a nonempty set res such that
res  esdte


 If true 
 t  domes



 then res  esdte


 	

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DK dkes
 
  es


dte  es
 
dte  es

dte
DC
 
 dces
 
  es


dte  res
 
if true  t  domes
 




and
	 
 res
 
 es
 
dte


DC

 dces
 
  es


dte  res

if true  t  domes





and
	 
 res

 es

dte


DC

 dces
 
  es


dte  	 if true 
 t  domes
 




and
true 
 t  domes





CASE
 
 casees
 
  es


dte  res
 
if true  t  domes
 




and
	 
 res
 
 es
 
dte


CASE

 casees
 
  es


dte  es

dte if true 
 t  domes
 




ID iddte  ftg
FSYM
 
 fes
 
       es
n

dfx
 
       x
n

e  join
f
es
 
dx
 
e       es
n
dx
n
e

FSYM

 fes
 
       es
n

dgx
 
       x
m

e  	 if f 
 g or m 
 n
LAB
 
 les
 
       es
n

dux
 
       x
n

e  join
u
 
     es
i
dx
i
e       es
j
    

where lx
 ux
  u
 
x
  R  and
x
j
 V aru
  V aru
 

  x
i
LAB

 les
 
       es
n

dte  	 if 	  u

t


where lx
 ux
  u
 
x
  R
CONC es
 
 es


dte  es

dd es
 
dte ee
Fig  The interpreter of ES R
I
	
An example of an elementary strategy es such that 	  esdte


and
true  t  domes



is given below 
Example  Considering labelled rules of the form ij i  j for all natu
ral numbers i and j one can check that dc  
  
de


gives fg and
	 as results  Indeed   domdc  
  
 
The next result shows that the two views of operational semantics given
in Figure  and Figure  relate together 
Lemma   operational semantics
If es  t  t
 
 then there exists a subset of ground terms res  T F
 such that
res  esdte


and t
 
 res Conversely if t
 
 res  esdte


 then es  t  t
 

The interpreter described in Figure  models two levels of nondeterminism 
dcnondeterminism is modelled by the nondeterminism of the rewrite theory
and it is usually implemented by dont care heuristics which choose one out
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t  domid	  true
t  domdkes
 
  es

		  true
if true 
 t  domes
 
		

or true 
 t  domes

		

t  domdces
 
  es

		  true
if true 
 t  domes
 
		

or true 
 t  domes

		

t  domcasees
 
  es

		  true
if true 
 t  domes
 
		

or true 
 t  domes

		

ft
 
       t
n
	  domfes
 
       es
n
		  true
if i 
 n  true 
 t
i
 domes
i
		

ux
 
       x
n
	  domles
 
       es
n
		  true
if i 
 n  true 
 x
i
 domes
i
		

where lx	 ux	  u
 
x	  R
t  domes
 
 es

	  true
if true 
 t  domes
 
		

and res 
 es
 
dte	

and at least oneres  es

	
 at least one is dened by
at least oneaas  es	  true if true 
 a  domes		

at least oneaas  es	  true if true 
 at least oneas  es	

 join
u
 
is dened for any xed u
 
 T F  X 
 by n   rewriting
rules
For i 
 n  join
u
 
ws
 
       w
i
ws
i
       ws
n
	 
join
u
 
ws
 
       w
i
       ws
n
	  join
u
 
ws
 
       ws
i
       ws
n
	
For i 
 n  join
u
 
ws
 
              ws
n
	  
For n   join
u
 
w
 
       w
n
	  fx
i
 w
i
gu
 
 join
f
is dened for any f  F as follows
join
f
w
 
       w
n
	  join
fx
 
  x
n

w
 
       w
n
	
 dd ee is dened by
esddaasee  esdae  esddasee
esddee  
Fig  The interpreter  continuation of ES
of many usually the rst
 solutions  dknondeterminism is modelled by
collecting all particular results into a nal set of results and it is usually
implemented by using backtracking rather than handling sets of solutions 
Example  With the rewrite rules R
 
 a  b R

 a  c we get the
results summarized in the next table where the computations of the inter
preter are represented by metalevel proof terms in the right column 
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esdte esdte


Proof terms
dkR
 
  R


dae fb  cg DK LAB
 
 LAB
 
dcR
 
  R


dae fbg  fcg DC
 
 LAB
 
  DC

 LAB
 
caseR
 
  R


dae fbg CASE
 
 LAB
 
Uptonow we do not restrict interpreter computations by dening accept
able metaproof terms  However we will show later that reasoning about
metastrategies may be useful and may inuence operational semantics and
eciency of the interpreter 
 Denotational semantics of elementary strategies
The dierence between dc and dk is now explained by introducing their de
notational semantics  It gives us another view on the meaning of strategies
expressed using proof terms  Figure  denes the denotational semantics of
elementary strategies as a function D  ES  
S
 i e  a transformation of
the elementary strategy into a subset of strategies  A similar denotational
function was presented in Vit	  Our denition gives a model for dk and
dcnondeterministic computations while the original function modelled only
dknondeterminism  To illustrate the dierence between dc dk case let
s
 
s


 s
 
 f  s

j dom	  doms
 
	g
Did	 
 fT F	g
Ddces
 
  es

		 
 fs
 
s

  s

s
 
j s
i
 Des
i
	g
Ddkes
 
  es

		 
 fs
 
 s

j s
i
 Des
i
	g
Dcasees
 
  es

		 
 fs
 
s

j s
i
 Des
i
	g
Dfes
 
       es
n
		 
 fff
 
       
n
	 j 
 
 s
 
  
n
 s
n
g j s
i
 Des
i
	g 

ffs
 
       s
n
	 j s
i
 Des
i
	g
Dles
 
       es
n
		 
 ffl
 
       
n
	 j 
 
 s
 
  
n
 s
n
g j s
i
 Des
i
	g 

fls
 
       s
n
	 j s
i
 Des
i
	g
Des
 
 es

	 
 ff
j

 
j
j 
j
 s
 
  
 
j
 u
j
  u
j
 Q  j  Ig j s
 
 Des
 
	 
s
 

 f
i
  i  Ig  Q 
 fu
i
j i  I  u
i
 Des

	 
 cod
i
	  domu
i
	 	 cod
i
	  domes

	 	gg
Fig  Denotational semantics of ES
us evaluate D for
Ddca  a a			 
 ffag  fa agg Dcasea  a a			 
 ffagg
Ddka  a a			 
 ffa  a a	gg Dcasea a	  a		 
 ffa agg
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The following lemma links together the operational and denotational se
mantics  Its proof with more examples can be found in Bor 
Lemma   Soundness and completeness
For any elementary strategy es  ES and any term t  T F
 res  esdte


if and only if there is s  Des
 such that res  st
Now we have two semantics equivalent in the sense of Lemma    In
general for the purpose of strategy evaluation it is more natural to use the
operational semantics however for strategy transformations it is better to deal
with the denotational semantics  As examples of elementary strategy transfor
mations the following lemma states several properties of strategy operators 
The proofs or counterexamples for these equivalences or disequivalences can
be found in Bor 
Lemma 	 Let us dene es
 
 es

by Des
 

  Des


 Then	

replacement of f by l

 fes
 
       es
n
	 
 l
f
es
 
       es
n
	 where l
f
x	 fx	  fx	

removing dc

 dces
 
  es

	 
 dkcasees
 
  es

	  casees

  es
 
		

distributivity of f   l on 
a
 fes
 
       es
 
i
 es
  
i
       es
n
	 

fes
 
       es
 
i
       es
n
	  fes
 
       es
  
i
       es
n
	
b
 les
 
       es
 
i
 es
  
i
       es
n
	 

les
 
       es
 
i
       es
n
	  les
 
       es
  
i
       es
n
	

a
 fes
 
       es       es
n
	 

fes
 
       id       es
n
	  fid       id  es  id       id	
b
 les
 
       es       es
n
	 

les
 
       id       es
n
	  lid       id  es  id       id	

decomposition of les
 
       es
n
	 into lid       id	  where lx	 u u
 
a
 les
 
       es
n
	 
 fx
i
 es
i
gu  lid       id	
b
 les
 
       es
n
	 
 lid       id	  fx
i
 es
i
gu
 

distributivity of f   l on dc  dk  case
a
 fes
 
      dkes
 
i
  es
  
i
	       es
n
	 

dkfes
 
       es
 
i
       es
n
	  fes
 
       es
  
i
       es
n
		
b
 fes
 
      dces
 
i
  es
  
i
	       es
n
	 

dcfes
 
       es
 
i
       es
n
	  fes
 
       es
  
i
       es
n
		
c
 fes
 
       casees
 
i
  es
  
i
	       es
n
	 

casefes
 
       es
 
i
       es
n
	  fes
 
       es
  
i
       es
n
		
the same properties hold for l

distributivity of  on dk  dc  case
a
 es  dkes
 
  es
  
	 
 dkes  es
 
  es  es
  
	
b
 es  dces
 
  es
  
	 
 dces  es
 
  es  es
  
	
c
 es  casees
 
  es
  
	 
 casees  es
 
  es  es
  
	

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 Axiomatisation of manysorted strategies
This section provides an axiomatisation via manysorted rewrite theories of
elementary and userdened strategies  We rst present an embedding of
the users manysorted rewrite theory considered as the object level
 into a
rewrite theory for elementary strategies in Section 	   Another enrichment
in Section 	  yields the denition of rewrite theories for dened strategies
whose operational semantics is thus provided by userdened rewrite rules 
This idea of dened strategy language is compatible with the concept of the
internal strategy language of CM and it allows the denition of meta
strategies  Then we discuss several simplication and implementation issues in
Section 	  and give the ELAN program of the strategy interpreter  Section 	 	
gives examples of strategies written in ELAN 
The goal of the dened strategy language is to be able to dene strategies
like map by a strategy rewrite rule in the following way
mapx
 dcnil  xmapx


The righthand side of this denition means that whenever the strategy map
with an argument s i e  maps

 is applied to a term t either t is nil
or the strategy s is applied on the head of t i e  t should be a nonempty
list
 and maps
 is further applied on the tail of t  This strategy denition
substantially diers from the traditional functional denition cf  MJ for
instance
 of the functor map  a a
 lista lista

map f nil 
 nil
map f aas	 
 f a	map f as	
which can be reformulated in our framework using the strategy application
symbol d e
maps	dnile  nil
maps	daase  sdaemaps	dase
The dierence relies on the fact that a list which the functional map is ap
plied on is an explicit argument in the second or third
 denition while
in the rst one it is implicit  One can object that the functional denition
viewed as a rewrite theory is convergent while the rst one does not termi
nate  A natural solution of this problem inspired by ELANs idea of labelled
and unlabelled rules is to separate the convergent and the divergent parts
of a rewrite theory  Rules of the convergent part may be freely used for the
normalisation of strategy expressions  Examples of normalisation rules for
elementary strategies are
id  es  es es  id  es
dces  es	  es dkes  es	  es
or can also be found in Lemma   by orienting equivalences  Normalisation
rules can also express some wellknown equivalences of dened strategies e g 

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the distributivity of map on the concatenation operator 
maps
 
	  maps

	  maps
 
 s

	
mapid	  id
Rules of the divergent part should be applied under certain restrictions which
invokes the concept of metastrategies i e  strategies which control the exe
cution by rewriting of dened strategies 
Getting back to our rst map denition mapx
  dcnil  xmapx

 it
is necessary to clarify

The origin and signature of all function symbols the overloaded symbol nil
in this denition is a strategy term not an object level term standing for
empty list  To stress this fact we use a bold face font for strategy symbols 

The type of introduced strategy terms if nil is not a list what is its sort 

The semantics of such denitions i e  how do we compute an application
of a strategy on a term when we have two rewrite theories one for terms
from T F
 and the second for strategies 

The implementation of such strategies  As already said we transform strat
egy denitions into computational systems 
In the following sections we answer these questions by introducing two rewrite
theories one for elementary strategies and one for dened strategies 

 Rewrite theory of elementary strategies
Let us assume that the object level is a manysorted rewrite theory
RT   L R
 where   S F

The rewrite theory of elementary strategies RT
ES
 
ES
 L
ES
 R
ES

 extends
the theory RT by adding strategy sorts elementary strategy symbols and
labelled strategy interpreters rules in the following way

ES

 S
ES
 F
ES
	 S
ES

 S  S
E
 S
I
F
ES

 F  F
E
 F
I
L
ES

 L  L
E
 L
I
R
ES

 RR
E
R
I

 Sorts
S
ES
is the disjoint union of S  S
E
 S
I
dened as follows
S
E
 fhs
 
 s
  
i j s
 
  s
  
 Sg contains new strategy sorts hs
 
 s
  
i such that
s is a subsort of hs  si for any s  S  hs
 
 s
  
i is the sort of all elementary
strategy terms transforming terms of sort s
 
into terms of sort s
  
  If all rules
are sort preserving we do not need to include sorts hs
 
 s
  
i for s
 

 s
  
 
A natural question is whether it is useful to generalise this rewrite theory by
introducing sortchanging strategies  This can be motivated by an example
if the argument x of map is instantiated by a sortchanging strategy of sort
hs
 
 s
  
i mapx
 is a strategy which transforms lists
 
 into lists
  
 
S
I
 consists of sorts used in the interpreter like Lists booleans etc 
 

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 Functions
F
ES
is the disjoint union of F  F
E
 F
I
dened as follows
F
E
 To explain the denition of F
E
given below let us consider rst the fol
lowing problem if we allow sortchanging strategies the three f s in the
Congruence rule are dierent symbols  Let us look at a consinstantiation
of this rule
es
h
 h h
 
  es
t
 t t
 
conses
h
  es
t

  consh  t
 consh
 
  t
 


If es
h
is a strategy transforming a term of sort s
 
into a term of sort s
  
i e  es
h
 hs
 
 s
  
i
 and es
t
 hlists
 
  lists
  
i then cons on the left
of  has rank s
 
lists
 

  lists
 
 while cons on the right of  has rank
s
  
lists
  

  lists
  
  The cons constructor of proof terms has then rank
hs
 
 s
  
i hlists
 
  lists
  
i
  hlists
 
  lists
  
i  The following denition
generalises this example 
The set of elementary strategy symbols F
E
consists of the following symbols
f  hs
 
 
 s
  
 
i    hs
 
n
 s
  
n
i	  hs
 
 s
  
i
there is a pair of f
 
s 
f  s
 
 
   s
 
n
	  s
 
   and f  s
  
 
   s
  
n
	  s
  
 
l  s
 
 
   s
 
n
	  hs
 
 s
  
i
if lx
 
 s
 
       x
n
 s
n
	 u  s
 
 u
 
 s
  
 R and
s
 
i

 hs
i
 s
i
i if x
i
 V aru	  V aru
 
	  otherwise s
 
i

 s
i
dk  dc  case  hs
 
 s
  
i hs
 
 s
  
i	  hs
 
 s
  
i
  hs
 
 s
  
i hs
  
 s
   
i	  hs
 
 s
   
i
id  hs  si
Example  With the traditional denition of the sort listX with two
constructors nil 
 and a rewrite rule labx  X  u  X
 x    x  u
the previous denition generates the following strategy symbols
nil  hlistXi
  hXi hlistXi	  hlistXi
lab   	  hXi X	  hXi
where hsi stands for hs  si  This example becomes more interesting when
using simultaneously two list sorts i e  listX and listY  because we have
to add not only similar strategy symbols for listY  but also
nil  hlistX  listY i
  hX  Y i hlistX  listY i	  hlistX  listY i
and viceversa for hY  Xi and hlistY   listXi
  For a better orien
tation in this overloaded jungle we add unique decorations to all function
symbols of F for example nil
X
  nil
Y

 and we join a pair of these decorations

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with each strategy symbol from F
E
to indicate their parents for example
nil
X X
  nil
Y Y
  nil
X Y
  nil
Y X

 
F
I
 contains dierent function symbols used in the interpreter  In particular
the symbol for application of a strategy to a term has the following rank
d e  hs
 
 s
  
i s
 

  Lists
  


 Rewrite rules
R
ES
is the disjoint union of RR
E
R
I
dened as follows
R
E
 consists of two sets of strategy rewrite rules FSYM and LAB dening the
semantics of the symbol d e 

FSYM rules give the interpretation of applying a strategy fes
 
       es
n


on a term  For any symbol f such that there is a pair of its parents
f  s
 
 
   s
 
n

  s
 
  and f  s
  
 
   s
  
n

  s
  
  the following rewrite
rule over sort s
  
is generated
FSYM
Lists
  

fS
 
       S
n
	dfx
 
       x
n
	e  join
f
y
 
       y
n
	
where y
i

 S
i
dx
i
e	

  i 
 n
where variables have types S
i
 hs
 
i
 s
  
i
i x
i
 s
 
i
and y
i
 Lists
  
i
  The label
FSYM of this rule refers to the set of all rules generated by this schema
and its index Lists
  
 classies the set of FSYM rules by the common type
of their left and righthand sides  This label will be later useful for the
denition of metalevel strategies of the interpreter 
Example  The previously mentioned decorations help us to understand
that there are four FSYM rules for the strategy symbol nil obtained from
the rule
FSYM
ListY 
 nil
X Y
dnil
X
e  nil
Y
by varying X and Y   The situation with the symbol  is similar  These
decorations also show that the f s in FSYM schema are in general dierent

 
A brute force approach would generate OjSj

 jFj


 strategy symbols
and FSYM rules  To prevent this explosion the user should have the
possibility to give strategy declarations for the strategies s
he wants to use
and only then strategy symbols and rules over these declared strategies
are automatically generated 

LAB rules give the interpretation of applying a strategy les
 
       es
n

 on
a term  For any rewrite rule from R of the form
lx
 
 s
 
       x
n
 s
n

 u  s
 
 u
 
 s
  
where x
i
 V aru
  V aru
 

 for   i  m the following labelled rewrite
rule over the sort Lists
  
 is embedded
LAB
Lists
  

 lS
 
       S
m
  x
m 
       x
n
	dux
 
       x
m
	e 
join
u
 
y
 
       y
m
  x
m 
       x
n
	 where y
i

 S
i
dx
i
e	

  i 
 m

Take o your overloaded glasses

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Again the label LAB refers to the set of all rules generated by this schema
and its index Lists
  
 classies the set of LAB rules by the common type
of their results  This label will also be useful later on for the denition of
metalevel strategies 
Example  Continuing our example one rewrite rule is generated for the
rule lab supposing that the signature of the symbol  is X X
  X

lab   	  hXi X	  hXi
LAB
ListX
 labS
 
  x

	dx
 
 e  join
y
 
x

y
 
  x

	 where y
 

 S
 
dx
 
e	

R
I
 consists of the interpreter rules described in Figure  dening the seman
tics of dk case id etc 
L
ES
is the disjoint union of L  L
E
 L
I
dened as follows
L
E
 contains labels of newly added rules i e  FSYM
Lists
  

and LAB
Lists
  

 
L
I
 contains the labels of the interpreter rules of R
I
described in Figure  

 Rewrite theory for dened strategies
Finally we introduce the notion of dened strategies whose syntax is built on
the top of strategy symbols F
ES
  Let us suppose that there is a set of dened
strategy symbols F
D
 
n
F
D
n
with signatures
d  s
 
   s
n

  hs
 
 s
  
i if d  F
D
n
where s
i
 S
ES
and s
 
  s
  
 S  X
D
is a set of strategy variables X
DS
 X
D
X 

which range over strategy sorts hs
 
i
 s
  
i
i  S
E
 while object variables range
over sorts s
i
 S 
A strategy denition is a nite set of rewrite rules of the form sh  sb
where the strategy head sh has a top symbol in F
D
 i e  sh  fdes
 
       es
n

 j
d  F
D
  es
i
 T F
ES
 L  X
DS

g and the strategy body sb is a term built
from dened strategy symbols F
DS
 rule labels L and variables X
DS
 such that
V arsb
  V arsh
 
R
D
 consists of dened strategy rules
DSTR
Lists
  

 dS
 
       S
n

dselfe  dsdselfe if S
i
 ds
i
  i  n
for any strategy denition rule dds
 
       ds
n

  ds of the symbol d  s
 
   s
n

 
hs
 
 s
  
i  self  s
 
is a new variable in X  and S
i
has the type s
i
  Labels
DSTR
Lists
  

belong to L
D
 
Example  Continuing our example for the denition of map we add
DSTR
ListlistX
 mapS
dselfe  dcnil  SmapS

dselfe
Summary The rewrite theory of dened strategies is dened by RT
DS


DS
 L
DS
 R
DS



DS

 S
ES
 F
DS
	 F
DS

 F
ES
 F
D
L
DS

 L
ES
 L
D
R
DS

 R
ES
R
D
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Now we dene the operational semantics of dened strategies as a function
O  DS  T F	  

T F
Ods  t	 
 fres  T F	 j res 
 dsdte	

R
DS
g where ds  DS and t  T F	
Example  The following example shows several basic strategy denitions 
variables x  hsi xs  hlistsi t  hu  vi
while  hsi	  hsi whilex	  dkxwhilex	  id	
dcwhile  hsi	  hsi dcwhilex	  dcxdcwhilex	  id	
repeat  hsi	  hsi repeatx	  casex repeatx	  id	
map  hsi	  hlistsi mapx	  dcnil  xmapx		
map  hlistsi	  hlistsi mapnil	  nil
mapxxs	  xmapxs	
apply  hu  vi	  hlistu  listvi applyt	  dcnil  tapplyt		
while strategy diers from repeat in a such way that it returns all intermedi
ate forms during the normalisation of a term by the application of a strategy
x while repeat returns only the last one i e  normal form
  The strategy
map applies a xed strategy x on all elements of a list and produces a new
list of transformed elements  The strategy map is driven by a list of strate
gies which are respectively applied to elements of a list of same length  A nice
example showing how deep we are in the overloaded jungle is the compari
son of map and apply  The two rules are syntactically equivalent up to
renaming however semantically dierent nils in both are not the same
 and
dierently typed see their ranks
 
Example 	 Having a rewrite rule labx  X
 x    x and all strate
gies dened above all results of dsdte


DS
are listed bellow
dsdte Ods  t	
whilelabid		da  	  e fa  	    a    ag
dcwhilelabid		da  	  e fa  	  g  fa  g  fag
repeatlabid		da  	  e fag
mapwhilelabid		dcwhilelabid		nil	da  b  nile
fa bnil  abnilg  fa  b  nil  ab  nilg

 Implementation in ELAN
The interpreter described in Figures  and 	 has been rst implemented in
ELAN as a nondeterministic rewrite theory  It computes several results cor
responding to dierent dcchoices made during the computation  Each of
them represents a set of dierent solutions corresponding to dkchoices  This

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implementation approach is adequate for modelling semantics however not
realistic for the purpose of a real controlling language  For this reason we
improved it using ELAN strategies  We implement dcnondeterminism such
that it takes always the rst found solution dknondeterminism is modelled
by backtracking of a lowlevel ELAN strategy  The advantage of this step
from a pure rewrite theory to a computational system
 is that if we are able
to guarantee for example using ELAN strategies certain conditions on the
application of rewrite rules we can remove some guarding conditions from
the rules  For example it is clear that the two rules of the interpreter la
belled by FSYM
 
 FSYM

are mutually exclusive thanks to their conditions
and lefthand sides  Thus we can remove the condition f 
 g or m 
 n
if we assume that these rules are applied with an ELAN strategy dontcare
chooseFSYM
 
FSYM


 trying them in this order  In such a way we obtain a
more ecient interpreter as a computational system that however preserves
the semantics of the original rewrite theory  The rules FSYM LAB DSTR are
implemented as follows
d e  hs
 
 s
  
i s
 
	  s
  
FSYM
s
  
 fS
 
       S
n
	dfx
 
       x
n
	e  fy
 
       y
n
	
where y
i

 S
i
dx
i
e  i 
 n
LAB
s
  
 lS
 
       S
m
  x
m 
       x
n
	dux
 
       x
m
	e 
u
 
y
 
       y
m
  x
m 
       x
n
	
where y
i

 S
i
dx
i
e  i 
 m
DSTR
s
  
 dS
 
       S
n
	dselfe  dsdselfe if S
i

 ds
i
  i 
 n
where variables have types S
i
 hs
 
i
 s
  
i
i  x
i
 s
 
i
  y
i
 s
  
i
and self  s
 
 
The rules of the interpreter Figure 
 are dened in an ELAN module param
eterised by three sorts s s
 
 s
  
  This set of rules has to be controlled by the
ELAN strategy eval
s
  
described in Figure  and written in the ELAN strategy
language  Informally dontknowcarechoose in Figure  stands for dk
resp  dc k separates alternatives and the strategy repeatendrepeat stands
for the ELANs builtin strategy corresponding to our denition of repeat 
The nondeterministic strategy eval
s
  
is used whenever an application of a
strategy S  hs
 
 s
  
i on a term t  s
 
is evaluated i e  whenever Sdte


is
computed  This gives also the operational meaning for  where  expressions
used in FSYM and LAB rules i e  an expression where y
i
 S
i
dx
i
e in the
FSYM rule means that y
i
is instantiated to all reductions of S
i
dx
i
e by ELAN
strategy eval
s
  
i
 
The rewrite theories built up to now have been formulated as ELANs the
ories and strategies  However ELANs theories include rewrite rules with
 where  expressions and thus are slightly dierent from pure conditional
rewrite theories described in MesMOM  We propose in Bor a trans
lation of ELAN rules into pure rewriting logic and express the strategy eval
using dened strategies 
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module strcommonss  s
 
  s
  

rules for s
  
declare x  s y  s
 
 z  s
  
 S
	
 hs  s
 
i S
 
  S

 hs
 
 s
  
i
bodies
DK
s
  
 dkS
 
  S

	dye  z where z 
 S
 
dye
DK
s
  
 dkS
 
  S

	dye  z where z 
 S

dye
ID
s
  
 iddye  y
DC
s
  
 dcS
 
  S

	dye  z where z 
 S
 
dye
DC
s
  
 dcS
 
  S

	dye  z where z 
 S

dye
CONC
s
  
 S
	
S
 
dxe  z where z 
 S
 
dye where y 
 S
	
dxe
FIN
s
  
 z  z if z 
 S
 
dye
end of rules
Fig  Interpreter in ELAN
strategy eval
s
  
for s
  
repeat
dont care choose
dont know chooseFSYM
s
  
	 jj dont know chooseLAB
s
  
	 jj
dont know chooseDSTR
s
  
	 jj dont care chooseID
s
  
	 jj
dont know chooseDK
s
  
	 jj dont know chooseCONC
s
  
	 jj
dont know chooseDC
s
  
	 jj dont know chooseDC
s
  
	 	
endrepeat
dont care chooseFIN
s
  
	
end of strategy
Fig  The ELAN strategy of the interpreter


 ELANs description of some strategies
The following example shows a basic strategy module of ELANs library 
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module basic XY
import global  strategy declarations
strat XX strat list Xlist X
strat XY strat list Xlist Y
str global  strategy profiles
map 	
X 
list X
map 	
list X 
list X
apply	
XY 
list Xlist Y
while	
X 
X
dcwhile	
X 
X
repeat	
X 
X
try  	 
X 
X
endstr
strategy for 
list Xlist Y
declare t 	 
X  Y
body
applyt  dcnil tapplyt
end of strategy
strategies for 
list X
declare x 	 
X xs 	 
list X
bodies
mapx  dcnil xmapx
mapnil  nil
mapxxs  xmapxs
end of strategies
strategies for 
X
declare x 	 
X
bodies
repeatx casexrepeatx id
whilex dkxwhilex id
dcwhilexdcxdcwhilex id
try x casexid
end of strategies
More sophisticated examples with a complete description of the strategy lan
guage can be found in Bor 
 Describing a mechanical theorem prover in ELAN
We sketch here the implementation of an elementary mechanical theorem
prover for rstorder predicate calculus FOPC
  Beyond the advantage of
giving more examples of strategy denitions handling this example also pro
vides a basis for comparisons with other logical frameworks and mechanical
theorem provers such as for instance LCF NuPrl HOL ELF and OBJ  We
do not deeply explain all details of this system because this would be out of
this paper scope but the interested reader may look at GSHH	 and Bor 
We encode a Gentzenstyle sequent calculus and mimics a proof calculator
operating over a domain of sequents  The system transforms lists of sequents of
the formH  Y  G where the hypotheses H are a list of sentences listSent

uniquely labelled with        N     the conclusion Y is a sentence Sent
 and
G  listGoal represents the rest of the sequents  The transformation is done
by rules such as


existt
 H  v
Y  G H  fv  tgY  G
encoding for instance the introduction inference rule  The parameter t 
Term of this rule is the term by which the bound variable v  V ar is replaced 
Labels of these inference rules are elementary strategy operators for instance

exist  Term
 hGoalsi  This immediately provides several basic actions
over sequents  Sequential compositions of already precooked proofs from basic
inference rules can be designed using the elementary strategy symbol   More
sophisticated proof strategies can be constructed which correspond to proof
transformations in FOPC logic  A typical example is a cutelimination rule
encoded as
cutY 
 H  X  G H  Y  H unique label  Y 
  X  G
or an induction application strategy indv  sort
  hGoalsi parameterised by
an induction variable with its sort which works on the principle of cover set
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induction  We can also combine several subproofs with strategy operators de
ned in section 	 	  But proving even small and simple theorems by searching
and applying appropriate inference rules is rather cumbersome  A smarter way
is to add a guide function strategy
 which helps choosing a suitable inference
rule or a strategy  The following example shows two cases in the denition of
this guide strategy concl guide  Goals
 hGoalsi which selects a strategy
applicable on the conclusion part of a sequent
concl guideH  X  Y  G	

impl
concl guideH  v	X  G	

existpromptgive a substitution term		
In the second case the proof calculator asks the user for a substitution term to
complete the construction of a guided strategy  Now we can dene a guiding
strategy follow concl guide  hGoalsi by the rule
follow concl guide concl guideself

or in a more readable termdependent format
follow concl guidedGe  concl guideG
dGe
The application of follow concl guided  p
  q  pe searches a candidate
concl guide  p	  q  p	d  p	  q  pe 

impld  p	  q  pe
and then applies this advice

impl on the goal

impld  p
  q  pe    p
    q
  p

Our approach is extensible to denitions such as
last hyp  int
 hGoali
 hGoalsi
where a strategy last hyp is parameterised by another parameterised strategy
ss  int
 hGoali  A meaningful example is the following denition
last hyp ss ssmax hypothesis labelself


which might be more readable in the following form
last hyp ssdH  Xe  ssmax labelH

dH  Xe
It denes a strategy operator that completes its argument strategy by the
maximal label among hypotheses 
These few examples illustrate how easily our strategy framework is appli
cable to mechanical theorem proving  Almost all denitions given above are
similar to those given in the distributed version of OBJ but one of the main
dierences is that our strategy application operator d e has a clear dened
semantics in rewriting logic while OBJ uses a notion of an expansion opera
tor  which has a sideeect semantics GSHH	 and is coded in LISP  Due
to this in OBJ it is dicult to dene a tactical a strategy
 for repeating a
given tactic n times  In our syntax we write the following strategy denition
repeatn  s
 if n   then id else s repeatn   s
 

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that can be reformulated into a goal dependent version
repeatn  s
dGe  if n   then id else s repeatn   s
dGe 
Another advantage of our framework is to provide typed strategies which
ensures a safer and more expressive strategy language 
 Conclusion
Our approach for embedding strategies as a control on rewriting
 in rewriting
logic can be summarised as follows rst we have described strategies as rst
order terms we have explained their operational semantics in rewriting logic
and we have shown a possible way of typing them  Finally we have illustrated
their implementation into the logical framework ELAN


 
A prototype of the proposed strategy language which gives us feedback for
further development of the strategy theory is incorporated directly into the
system ELAN  There is a part of this implementation which is dependent of
the users denition of strategies and which is written in C    This part mostly
concerns the generation of elementary strategy symbols and the generation of
rewrite rules FSYM LAB DSTR
  The independent part of the interpreter
is written in ELAN itself and mostly concerns rules like DK DC ID etc 
Thanks to the ecient ELAN compiler Vit

 the idea of transforming
users dened strategies into lower level ELAN strategies shows to be realistic 
Moreover using this bootstrapping technique we always keep an interpreted
and a compiled version of the strategy language which are coherent w r t 
ELAN compiler
  This property seems very important in this state of the
language development and prototyping 
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